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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE
GRAND RONDE COMMUNITY OF
OREGON, ET AL.

Plaintiff(s),

v.

SALLY JEWEL, IN HER OFFICIAL
CAPACITY AS SECRETARY OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR, ET AL.

Defendant(s).

AND

COWLITZ INDIAN TRIBE,

Intervenor-Defendant.
__________________________________________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 13-cv-00849 BJR

PROPOSED BRIEF OF AMICUS CURIAE CHINOOK NATION
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS1

I. Introduction

The rich and true history of the homelands of the indigenous occupants that built its villages,

buried its ancestors, gathered foods and medicines, and hunted on and in the vicinity of the 151.87

acre parcel of land at issue in this case, has been ignored by the United States. Amicus Curiae

Chinook Nation is a not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws of the State of Washington

1 Chinook Nation has not reviewed any potential motions that may be coming from the Plaintiffs simultaneously with the
filing of this proposed amicus curiae brief and therefore cannot declare that it is in support of any particular motion.
However, Chinook Nation’s proposed brief is supportive of certain arguments made by Plaintiff Confederated Tribes of
the Grand Ronde Community of Oregon in the history of these proceedings, as delineated in this proposed brief.
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that seeks to protect this history and the status of land. The purpose and foundation of Chinook

Nation’s incorporation are to preserve and revive the Chinook language, and to protect the past

cultural resources and sacred places, support the present art, lifeways and subsistence, and grow the

future education, and political and legal status of the Chinook.

Chinook Nation consists of the descendants of the indigenous Tchinook Nation and its

peoples (the “Tchinook”), including elders and others who work together in furtherance of

promoting the fundamental goals of the corporation. The Tchinook consist of nineteen different

Tribes, including the Chinook Tribe, the Clatsop Tribe, the Willopah Tribe, the Nucquecluhwenuck

Tribe, the Kathlamette Tribe, the Wahkiakum Tribe, the Skilloot Tribe, the Kalamah Tribe, the

Wakamass Tribe, the Kathlapouthl Tribe, the Multnomah Tribe, the Shoto Tribe, the Shahala

Cascade Tribe, Chilluckittequaw Tribe, the Wasco Tribe, the Wishham Tribe, the Wahlala Tribe, the

Clackamas Tribe and the Clowwewalla Tribe. The rich history, culture, language, and homelands of

the Tchinook have gone repressed in United States history. In fact, too many are unaware that the

most renowned species of salmon, the wind that warms the slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and a

United States Army helicopter are named in honor of these great peoples.

Chinook Nation, in line with its corporate purposes, seeks to bring attention to the factual

history of the Tchinook Peoples and their significant connections to the 151.87 acre parcel of land at

issue in this case (“Parcel”). Moreover, the aboriginal title to most of the Tchinook lands, including

particularly the Parcel, has never been extinguished by an express Congressional act, provision of

compensation, or other agreement that had the consent of the Tchinook or any of the Tchinook

Tribes.

Simply, the Tchinook are still viable indigenous peoples that have continuously remained

connected to their culture, lifeways and lands, even though the Tchinook were forced off their lands
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by the United States and its citizens, and were outnumbered and almost obliterated by death and

disease. The United States’ approval of the Parcel as the Cowlitz Indian Tribe’s “initial reservation”,

for which it has “significant historical connections” flies in the face of the United States’ trust

responsibility to adjudicate aboriginal title based on objective evidence that takes into account all

Indian interests concerned with the adjudication of that title. Therefore, the Secretary of Interior’s

final agency determinations to acquire the Parcel in trust for the Cowlitz Indian Tribe, and to allow

the Cowlitz Indian Tribe to build a casino on the Parcel, are therefore “arbitrary and capricious.”

Chinook Nation supports the briefing and legal arguments of the Plaintiff, the Confederated

Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community of Oregon, and the other Plaintiffs, only as to the legal and

factual arguments relevant to the “significant historical connection” determination required to allow

the Cowlitz Indian Tribe to develop gaming on the Parcel. The current parties, Plaintiffs and

Defendants, have not addressed how the failure to extinguish Tchinook original or aboriginal title to

the Parcel and the surrounding area impacts the Secretary’s determinations.

II. Argument

A. Tchinook History is Contrary to a Finding that the Cowlitz Indian Tribe Has a
“Significant Historical Connection" to the Parcel

A decision of the Secretary of the Interior must be “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of

discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law” or “in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,

or limitations, or short of statutory right” according to the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §

706(2), if the Secretary has failed to consider relevant and known facts. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n

of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (“failed to consider an

important aspect of the problem”). A significant aspect of whether the Secretary made a proper

determination to place the Parcel into trust for the purpose of gaming concerns her failure to

objectively review the totality of facts that support or deny the Cowlitz Tribe’s “significant historical
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connection” to that Parcel. The Secretary has only considered historical facts put forth by the

Cowlitz Indian Tribe and has improperly ignored the body of relevant historical facts that present

conflicting information to that of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe. “Tales of the hunt shall always glorify

the hunter.”2

It is well settled that the Secretary of the Interior is the executive agency that possesses the

expertise in American Indian history, and Indian affairs is within its authority. 25 U.S.C. § 2; see

also, Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 231 (1974) (“In the area of Indian affairs, the Executive has long

been empowered to promulgate rules and policies, and the power has been given explicitly to the

Secretary and his delegates at the BIA.”). Chinook Nation, throughout the public proceedings for

federal acknowledgement of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe and for the fee-into-trust application, has

consistently provided written comments to the Secretary that the Tchinook history and current

interests were being ignored throughout these proceedings and in the Secretary’s reviews. As

evinced thoroughly below, it is evident that the rich history and facts of the Tchinook People have

not been considered in the Secretary’s decision-making.

Since time immemorial, the Tchinook People have inhabited the lands drained by the Yakaitl-

Wimakl (Chinookan phrase meaning “the Great River”), also known as the Columbia River, from the

mouth of the Yakaitl-Wimakl or Columbia River at the Pacific Ocean, upriver to Celilo Falls now

inundated by a federal dam near present day The Dalles, Oregon, and North and South of this

Columbia River corridor up various tributaries including the Cathlapootle and Yahkotl Rivers

2 There is an African proverb that says: Tales of the hunt shall always glorify the hunter. The lion in the fable from which
the proverb arises argues with the man as to which was the braver and stronger of the two. The latter exultingly points to
a marble statue of a man strangling a lion, in proof of the superiority of his kind. “That,” answered the lion, “is your
version of the story; let us be the sculptors, and we will reverse the positions; the lion will then stand over the man.” If
the whole story is told, and other parties are allowed to tell their story, then the record can provide a full picture of
interests, instead of the perspective of the one storyteller wielding the power.
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(together are different branches of the river now known as the Lewis River), near present day La

Center. This area includes the Parcel. The Kathlapouthl Tribe of the Tchinook is the indigenous

peoples that were the aboriginal occupants of the Parcel. Other Tchinook Tribes were also

historically known to utilize the Parcel and its surrounding area.

The Tchinook are grouped historically into:

“Lower” and “Upper” divisions, based on dialect and location. Lower Chinookans,
including the Chinook proper, the Shoalwater Chinook, and the Clatsop, lived along
the Columbia River from its mouth to Gray’s Bay. Lower Chinook territory also
extended north and south along the Pacific coast from the river’s mouth. Upper
Chinookans established towns from Gray’s Bay to The Dalles, including the
shores of the Willamette River upstream to Willamette Falls. Upper Chinookan
dialects included Kathlamet, Multnomah, and Kiksht. The people of Cathlapotle
spoke the Multnomah dialect.

JON DARIN DAEHNKE, “CATHLAPOTLE…CATCHING TIME’S SECRETS” 15-16 ( U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Service, Cultural Resources Team, Region 1 2005), annexed hereto as “Exhibit A”.

Published evidence establishes that the Kathlapouthl Tribe and other Tchinook Peoples

considered to be “Upper Chinookans” continuously occupied the Parcel and its surrounding area to

the exclusion of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe. The mouth of the Cathlapootle River (as referenced on

Pacific Railroad Survey Map of 1853) and upriver into the watershed was, both pre- and post-

contact, occupied and used exclusively by the Tchinook.

One of the largest Tchinook towns on the Columbia River was the Kathlapouthl village only

two miles East from the Parcel, and North of Ridgefield, Washington. Id. at 1-4. Lewis and Clark

estimated that it was home to as many as 900 Kathlapouthl people; archaeologists estimate this town

had a larger population. Id. (In fact, archaeologists estimate that the “Portland Basin, where the

Willamette River flows into the Columbia River [near Vancouver Lake], was an especially attractive

area for Chinookan peoples, containing perhaps the highest population density in North America at

the time.” Id. at 4.) The area including the Parcel is an area of higher elevation and would have
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been used for hunting deer and elk, and berry picking and other gathering, to provide other

nutritional requirements for the Tchinook, as well as items for trade.

The Kathlapouthl village was a strategically located large trading center between the Pacific

coast and the interior plateau. Id. at 2 and 8. The Kathlapouthl traded goods with other Native

American groups throughout the Northwest, and with Europeans as early as 1792. Id. at 2. The

Columbia River trade to Kathlapouthl also brought new diseases. Id. at 34. In 1835, the

Kathlapouthl village was one of the few Tchinook villages that escaped the smallpox epidemics. Id.

Kathlapouthl and the surrounding area was still populated by Tchinook peoples in 1853. Id. Further

epidemics brought more devastation, but the Tchinook and Kathlapouthl never became “extinct” or

abandoned their lands. Id. at 37-40.

In addition to these new facts, the Indian Claims Commission and other historic sources have

consistently found that the Tchinook peoples were the aboriginal occupants of the area and that the

Cowlitz Indian Tribe was not.

Virtually all of the contemporary as well as the historical and anthropological reports
have identified the aborigines on the Lewis River as belonging to other tribal
groups [and not the Cowlitz]—specifically the Chinook and the Klickitat.

Simon Plamondon, on relation of the Cowlitz Tribe of Indians v. United States, 21 Indian Cl. Comm.

143, 146 (Docket No. 218, 1969) (emphasis added).

Near the mouth of the Lewis River the Chinook Indians were-often observed. Dr.
Ray concedes the area along the Columbia River and at least 5 miles from the
mouth the Lewis River to have been held, prior to the 1830's, by Chinookan-
speaking peoples.

Id. at 147 (emphasis added).

John R. Swanton in The Indian Tribes of North America, published by the
Smithsonian Institute, Bureau of American Ethnology, wrote that the Hullooetell
reported by Lewis and Clark on the Cowlitz and Lewis River may have been a
subdivision of the Skilloot Indians (a division of the Chinookan linguistic family.)
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Id. at 147 (emphasis added), citing JOHN R. SWANTON, THE INDIAN TRIBES OF NORTH AMERICA (U.S.

Government Printing Office, 1952).

The Indian Claims Commission rulings found that the Cowlitz Tribe was not an occupant,

exclusive or otherwise, of the area. Somehow, the Secretary’s determinations failed to note these

findings of fact by the Indian Claims Commission. Indeed, the Secretary’s decision fails to directly

refer to the above facts and additional evidence supporting the connection of the Tchinook Peoples

to the area. Instead, the Secretary only brings forward facts that are supportive, however minimally,

of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe.

In fact, even the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs has ruled that the Tchinook were the

inhabitants of the Parcel and the surrounding area.

During the course of the Cowlitz’s federal acknowledgment proceedings, the BIA
likewise rejected the Cowlitz’s claims to the Parcel area. The BIA concluded in its
Technical Reports that the Cowlitz had no relationship to the Indians who had
historically lived on the Lewis River. AR015422 (finding that the Lewis River
Band—which the Cowlitz claimed to have been Cowlitz Indians—“was consistently
identified as Klickitat”); id. at AR015471; AR015750 (“Most of the original
documents indicated that the Lewis River band was probably Klickitat, or . . .
‘Cathlapoodle’ [Kathlapouthl] Chinook.”). The BIA identified five
anthropological groups representing all members of the modern-day Cowlitz and
concluded that none of them had roots near the Lewis River.

Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment at 47-48, Grande Ronde v. U.S. No. 1:11-cv-00284

(D.D.C filed June 20, 2012).

Historically, both sides of the Columbia River, including its tributaries from Celilo Falls and

Willamette Falls to the Pacific Ocean, were occupied by Tchinook Peoples. Even the Cowlitz River

mouth was occupied by the Skilloot Tribe of the Tchinook. HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN INDIANS, PART

I, 493, 591 (The Smithsonian Institution, 4th ed. 1912) (“a Chinookan tribe living at the mouth of

Cowlitz [River]… undoubtedly a band of the Skilloot” and Skilloot, “A Chinookan tribe…above and

below the entrance of the Cowlitz [River].”). In 1905, the Smithsonian Institution’s Bureau of
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American Ethnology issued its Bulletin 30 defining the Kathlapouthl as a “Chinookan tribe formerly

living on the lower part of Lewis [River].” Id. at 217.

Plaintiff Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community of Oregon correctly notes that

the Cowlitz Tribe fails to meet the “significant historical connection” requirement because its

occupation was not within the “vicinity” of the Parcel, in part, because the “the ICC found that the

southernmost edge of the land to which the Cowlitz had an interest in was approximately 14 miles

north of the Parcel,” and that the Indian Claims Commission “explicitly rejected” the Cowlitz claim

that their ancestors lived near the Cathlapootle or Lewis River, which flows within two miles of the

Parcel. In the context of the times, the Parcel’s distance of 14 miles away from Cowlitz territory, as

determined by the Indian Claims Commission, was and is not within the “vicinity.”3 Because of

salmon runs, indigenous peoples west of the Cascade mountain ranges were often defined by the

watershed that they inhabited. Thus, one tribe could occupy a watershed just over the mountains

from another only just a few miles apart, or one tribe would occupy the lower end of a watershed

while another tribe occupied the upper end of the watershed.

The territorial dividing lines were driven by different habitats and subsistence methods. For

example, tribes at the mouths of larger rivers tended to be rather sedentary due to an abundance of

salmon, while the tribes in the upper watersheds tended to be more nomadic, hunting game rather

than fishing and due to lack of concentrated abundance in more mountainous terrain. See, Id. at 273

(Chinook “villages were thus fairly permanent”). Such tribes, sometimes very distinctly different in

language, culture and subsistence methods, were within just a few miles of each other. However, in

this context of occupancy, subsistence and culture, 14 miles historically is very far away, two

3 “Vicinity”: “The state, character, or quality of being near in space; propinquity, proximity;” and “in the vicinity (of), in
the neighborhood (of), near or close (to).” THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, Vol. XIX, Clarendon Press, Oxford (2nd

ed. 1989).
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watersheds away – certainly not “in the neighborhood” – and cannot meet the definition of “vicinity”

within the “significant historical connection” requirement. 25 C.F.R. § 292.2 (2008).

Tchinook continuous occupation of these lands, including the Parcel, is not only historic, but

continues to the present date. The Tchinook Peoples’ descendants today, and over the last 200 years,

live within the area around the Parcel and in (what is now called) Southwestern Washington where

their ancestors are buried. They continue to use the area in furtherance of their traditional cultural,

spiritual, gathering, fishing and hunting activities, sometimes violating local laws to do so.

Descendants continue to check on their sacred places and burial grounds in order to protect them

from development and discovery.

The “Cathlapotle Plankhouse” located at the archaeological village site and plankhouse of the

Kathlapouthl people within the Ridgefield National Wildlife Refuge is less than 3 miles away from

the Parcel. The Cathlapotle Plankhouse was built by Greg Robinson of the neighboring Kalamah

Tribe of the Tchinook, and is a place where current descendants of the Tchinook Peoples gather for

cultural events. OPENING THE DOOR TO THE CATHLAPOTLE PLANKHOUSE: A LEWIS AND CLARK

BICENTENNIAL LEGACY FOR THE TRIBES AND PUBLIC, http://www.fws.gov/HistoricPreservation/

volunteers Friends/pdfs/CathDoorOpen.pdf (last visited September 19, 2013), annexed hereto as

“Exhibit B”. See also, “Exhibit A”.

Historically, the Tchinook Peoples have always, and continuously, occupied this area until

after the 1850s when settlers overtook the area without consent, and the influx of disease weakened

the Tchinook. The Tchinook peoples that occupied this area did not abandon their lands; they could

no longer struggle against the citizens of the United States laying claim to their homelands, and

holding them with improper deeds.
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Under the two part definition of “significant historical connection”4 the Tchinook have been

able to document the existence of its villages, burial grounds, occupancy or subsistence use in the

vicinity of the Parcel. The government’s own documents exclude the Cowlitz Indian Tribe as having

any significant historical connection to the Parcel. Furthermore, the Secretary breaches her trust

responsibilities when she ignores the history of the Tchinook People to favor the Cowlitz Indian

Tribe, even if the Tchinook are not federally recognized in this instance5 – because the government

has failed to resolve the title to the land in question.

B. Original Indian Title to the Parcel Has Never Been Extinguished by an Act of
Congress

The Secretary has failed to consider the status of aboriginal title of the Tchinook when

making her determinations. The Parcel is part of the central area of lands of the Tchinook People that

was never taken by the United States through express and unambiguous Congressional authorization.

“Extinguishment of Indian title based on aboriginal possession [ ]. The power of Congress in that

regard is supreme.” United States v. Santa Fe P.R. Co., 314 U.S. 339, 347 and 354 (1941) (finding

that Congress has the power to extinguish aboriginal title, “extinguishment cannot be lightly

implied” and there must be shown an intent or agreement on the part of the tribe to abandon their

ancestral lands; forcible removal is not evidence of abandonment by the tribe). In August of 1851 a

series of 13 treaties were negotiated with various Tribes and bands including Tribes of the Tchinook

4 “Significant historical connection means [1] the land is located within the boundaries of the tribe's last reservation
under a ratified or unratified treaty, or [2] a tribe can demonstrate by historical documentation the existence of the tribe's
villages, burial grounds, occupancy or subsistence use in the vicinity of the land.” 25 C.F.R. 292.2 9 (2008).
5 See, COHEN’S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW § 3.02, (Nell Jessup Newton ed., 2012). “Occasionally Congress
has afforded health care and other benefits to members of non-federally recognized tribes, especially in California, where
there is a special history of unratified treaties with Native groups. Nonetheless, non-federally recognized tribes suffer
from lack of federal respect for their sovereignty and land bases, lack of protection from state jurisdiction, lack of access
to repatriation rights and other forms of cultural protection under federal law, and denial of most benefits available to
tribes that enjoy a government-to-government relationship with the United States. This legal status cannot, of course,
deny historical or cultural evidence about tribal existence.” (Emphasis added.) Id.
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as authorized by the act of June 5, 1850, 9 Stat. 437. The Superintendent for Indian Affairs of the

Oregon Territory, Anson Dart, negotiated the proposed treaties at Tansy Point, on the South shore

near the mouth of the Columbia River, with the Tchinook Tribes from the Western lands of the

Tchinook (the “lower” or Western Tchinook). In these treaties the Western Tchinook Tribes

negotiated for cession of their land in return for recognized and reserved treaty rights. See, C. F.

COAN, THE FIRST STAGE OF THE FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, 1849-1852,

87-89, (THE QUARTERLY OF THE OREGON HISTORICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 22, NO. 1, 1921), see also,

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20610175 (last visited September 19, 2013), annexed hereto as “Exhibit

C”. These treaties were never ratified by the Senate, and it was this Western area that was the

subject of Chinook Tribe and Bands of Indians v. United States, 6 Ind. Cl. Comm. 177, 184 (1958).

These treaty negotiations, as well as the Indian Claims Commission decision, did not

include the area upriver of the Columbia River that encompasses the Parcel, which is

demarcated in “Exhibit C” as the unmarked parcel East of “B” and North of “D”. And, these treaty

negotiations did not include the Tchinook living in this central portion of Tchinook aboriginal

homeland. It is not known why the Upper or central Tchinook in the area of the Kathlapouthl

village were not included in the treaty negotiations, though the Kathlapouthl and other Tchinook still

occupied the area. See, “Exhibit A” at 34. Other treaty negotiations took place with further Eastern

Tchinook Tribes in 1855, but the interior or central Tchinook lands, including the area where the

Parcel is located, were never enveloped in a ratified or unratified treaty.

On July 8, 1864, Secretary of the Interior John P. Usher wrote an order, the effect of which

has been used as support for taking most of the Tchinook lands, including this central portion where

the Parcel sits, without consent of the Tchinook Peoples. INDIAN LAND CESSIONS IN THE UNITED

STATES, 1784-1894, 832-33, and “Washington 1” Map of cession number 458, in J.W.Powell,
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Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution 1896-1897 (Washington, Government Printing Office 1899), annexed hereto as “Exhibit

D”. Secretary Usher did not seem to understand that Tchinook lands were not equal: though the

Western and Eastern Tchinook had negotiated for cession of the Western and Eastern Tchinook

homelands, the interior Tchinook lands and its aboriginal owners were never included in any treaty

negotiation.

Regardless, any unilateral Secretarial Order to extinguish aboriginal title, without the express

intention of Congress to unambiguously extinguish title, is unenforceable as a matter of law. “Any

actions taken by the executive to extinguish Indian title depend for their efficacy upon Congress's

acquiescence.” U.S. v. Dann, 706 F. 2d 919, 928 (9th Cir. 1983) (rev’d on other grounds U.S. v.

Dann, 470 U.S. 39 (1984)) citing United States v. Southern Pacific Transp. Co., 543 F.2d 676, 689

(9th Cir. 1976). It was from this improper Secretarial order upon which Presidential land patents

were issued between 1864 and 1877 for the Parcel as public lands of the United States. Then and

since, the United States has behaved as if the Tchinook have simply vanished and that aboriginal title

to the interior Tchinook lands never existed.

If Congress has not expressly and unambiguously extinguished aboriginal title, federal law

holds that the United States can extinguish Indian title after it has encroached upon Indian land

through an act of compensation or other legislative means. United States v. Dann, 470 U.S. 39, 45

(1985) (citing to the Indian Claims Commission Act that payment of any claim through the Indian

Claims Commission “shall be a full discharge of the United States of all claims and demands

touching any of the matters involved in the controversy.”) The Western tribes of Tchinook filed a

claim before the Indian Claims Commission. See, Complaint, The Chinook Tribe and Bands of

Indians v. United States, 6 ICC 208, 211 (Docket No. 234, 1958) (listing the Chinook (the Western
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Chinook), Clatsop, Waukikum, and Willopah tribes); see also, Upper Chehalis Tribe, et al., v.

United States, 4 ICC 301 (Docket No. 237, 1956) (discussing the lands occupied by Western

Tchinook and their relation to the Chehalis). But again, the Tchinook tribes in the inland or central

part of Tchinook lands were never included in any of the Indian Claims Commission Act claims.

There is no other instance in which these central Tchinook lands were expressly and unambiguously

extinguished by an act of Congress.

Original or aboriginal title has been recognized and reaffirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court:

Indian tribes have an “unquestioned right” to the exclusive possession of their lands, Cherokee

Nation v. Georgia, 5 Pet. 1, 17 (1831), and an Indian tribe’s right of occupancy is “as sacred as the

fee simple of the whites.” Mitchel v. United States, 9 Pet. 711, 746 (1835). This basic principle has

been reaffirmed and never overturned. See also, Fletcher v. Peck, 16 Cranch 87, 142-143 (1810);

Johnson v. McIntosh, 8 Wheat. 543 (1823); Clark v. Smith, 13 Pet. 195, 201 (1839); Lattimer v.

Poteet, 14 Pet. 4 (1840); Chouteau v. Molony, 16 How. 203 (1854); Holden v. Joy, 17 Wall. 211

(1872); see also, County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 470 U.S. 226 (U.S. 1985), rvsd. on

other grounds. The fact that there can still be aboriginal title that has not been extinguished

according to federal law is an extremely unique situation as most aboriginal title has been accounted

for through treaty, legislation, or pursuant to the Indian Claims Commission Act, or other

Congressional activity.

Aboriginal title may also be extinguished through abandonment by the Indian tribe. United

States v. Santa Fe P. R. Co., 314 U.S. 339, 354 (1941). However, the Tchinook People living in the

area at issue, including the Parcel, did not abandon their lands and were forcibly removed by citizens

of the United States around 1850.

Most certainly the United States cannot now attempt to allow another Tribe unaffiliated with
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the Tchinook People to take over the Parcel as an “initial reservation” with “significant historical

connections” unless it first makes a determination that aboriginal title and all rights associated

therewith have been extinguished. Relevant case law specifically addressing these facts in the

context of a fee-into-trust application has not been found. However, it is uncontroverted that the

United States maintains a trust responsibility to recognize or extinguish title of aboriginal lands, with

the consent of the indigenous peoples, and it must do so expressly and unambiguously – not

impliedly by executive agency action as a part of another Tribe’s fee-into-trust process. See, id.. It is

also uncontroverted that the law is “well established that the Government in its dealing with Indian

tribal property acts in a fiduciary capacity.” Lincoln v. Vigil, 508 U.S.182 (1993), citing United

States v. Cherokee Nation of Okla., 480 U.S. 700, 707 (1987). Principles and guidance contained in

the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples6 (“Declaration”) should guide

this Court and the Secretary to include the Tchinook People, their history and land tenure, in a proper

determination that is not arbitrary or capricious. Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm

Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (an agency is arbitrary and capricious if it has “failed to

6 U.N. GAOR,, G.A.Res. 61/295 (October 2, 2007). The “United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples” specifically Articles 10 and 27 are significant to this question. Article 10 provides that “Indigenous peoples
shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No relocation shall take place without the free, prior and
informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation and, where
possible, with the option of return. Article 27 states that the country “shall establish and implement, in conjunction with
indigenous peoples concerned, a fair, independent, impartial, open and transparent process, giving due recognition to
indigenous peoples’ laws, traditions, customs and land tenure systems, to recognize and adjudicate the rights of
indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands, territories and resources, including those which were traditionally owned or
otherwise occupied or used. Indigenous peoples shall have the right to participate in this process.” Id. As the United
Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya, confirmed, the Declaration embodies
long existing international norms and represents “an authoritative common understanding, at the global level, of the
minimum content of the rights of indigenous peoples” which: “does not attempt to bestow indigenous peoples with a
set of special or new human rights, but rather provides a contextualized elaboration of general human rights principles
and rights as they relate to specific historical, cultural and social circumstances of indigenous peoples” (emphasis
added). Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples, U.N.
Human Rights Council, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/9/9 GAOR (Aug. 1, 2008). These rights enumerated in the Declaration are
understood as an “authoritative common understanding, at the global level.” Id.
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consider an important aspect of the problem”). The status of Tchinook aboriginal title to the Parcel

is morally and legally a “significant aspect” for the Secretary’s determination to allow land to be

placed into trust for the benefit of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe, especially considering that the Cowlitz

Indian Tribe’s “significant historical connection” to the Parcel is tenuous at best. The Secretary has

an “overriding duty…to deal fairly with Indians.” Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 236 (1974).

CONCLUSION

The Tchinook People continue to exist struggling to obtain the means and strength to assert

that they are still here and their history must be recognized and included in the documents and

decision-making of the United States, in the hope that they can again return to a place of prominence

and honor.

The Department of the Interior was arbitrary and capricious in finding that the Cowlitz Indian

Tribe possesses a “significant historical connection” to the Parcel as its “initial reservation.” Amicus

Curiae Chinook Nation respectfully requests that this Court declare that the Parcel cannot be put into

trust as the Cowlitz Indian Tribe’s “initial reservation” for gaming purposes or otherwise, enjoining

the Secretary. Furthermore, there remains the question of Congress’ failure to extinguish aboriginal

title to the area including the Parcel, and how that impacts the Secretary’s determinations in these

proceedings. Certainly, it would be arbitrary and capricious for the Secretary to continue without a

full understanding of the status of the aboriginal title to the Parcel.

September 23, 2013
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